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From Elizabeth Keckly's designs as a freewoman for Abraham Lincoln's wife to flamboyant

clothing showcased by Patrick Kelly in Paris, Black designers have made major contributions to

American fashion. However, many of their achievements have gone unrecognized. This book,

inspired by the award-winning exhibition at the Museum at FIT, uncovers hidden histories of

Black designers at a time when conversations about representation and racialized experiences

in the fashion industry have reached all-time highs.In chapters from leading and up-and-

coming authors and curators, Black Designers in American Fashion uses previously

unexplored sources to show how Black designers helped build America's global fashion

reputation. From enslaved 18th-century dressmakers to 20th-century “star” designers, via

independent modistes and Seventh Avenue workers, the book traces the changing

experiences of Black designers under conditions such as slavery, segregation, and the Civil

Rights Movement. Black Designers in American Fashion shows that within these contexts

Black designers maintained multifaceted practices which continue to influence American and

global style today.Interweaving fashion design and American cultural history, this book fills

critical gaps in the history of fashion and offers insights and context to students of fashion,

design, and American and African American history and culture.
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Collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture. Gift
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Michael Schwartz/New York Post Archives/© NYP Holdings, Inc. via Getty Images9.7 Karl

Lagerfeld for Chanel, logo “dookie” chain necklace, fall 1991. Gift of Depuis 1924. © The

Museum at FIT9.8 Rapper and producer Missy Elliott wearing John Galliano for Christian

Dior monogrammed ensemble, 2004. Photo by Lawrence Lucier/FilmMagic10.1 A group of
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Bendel’s Studio. Charles Tracy/Condé Nast via Getty Images10.2 Stephen Burrows, yellow,
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via Getty Images.11.1 Scott Barrie, 1973. Denver Post. Denver Post via Getty

Images11.2 Audrey Smaltz wearing a black Scott Barrie gown at the 1971 Ebony Fashion

Fair. Photographer unknown. Image courtesy of Audrey Smaltz11.3 Scott Barrie, black and

red rayon jersey dress, circa 1973. Gift of Naomi Sims. © The Museum at FIT11.4 Scott

Barrie, black rayon jersey dress, circa 1974. Gift of Naomi Sims. © The Museum at

FIT11.5 Scott Barrie, red silk faille dress, circa 1974. Gift of Bill Cunningham. © The Museum
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Beckman, with permission of Janette Beckman. Courtesy of The New School Archives and
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Janette Beckman. Courtesy of The New School Archives and Special Collection, The New
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The looks include a few adorned with his signature multicolored buttons and bows. Photo by
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1988 collection as photographed for the 2014 exhibition, Patrick Kelly: Runway of Love.

Courtesy of Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of Bjorn Guil Amelan and Bill T. Jones in honor of

Monica Brown, 2014, 2014–207-12a-e12.5 Bandana skirt from the Patrick Kelly Paris spring/
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Love. Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of Bjorn Guil Amelan and Bill T. Jones in honor of
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subsequent reprints or editions.IntroductionElizabeth WayWhen Lois K. Alexander was

interviewed by model-turned-journalist Norma Jean Darden in 1979 on the opening of the

Black Fashion Museum, Alexander explained that the impetus for her project was to reveal the

forgotten histories of Black fashion makers. She pointed out a disconnect in the perception of

contemporary Black designers by both the mainstream fashion industry and the designers

themselves: “We always begin with the current generation without knowing the investment of

past generations.” Darden, herself a pioneering Black model, praised Alexander for her

determination to “shatter the myth that Blacks are newfound talent in the fashion world.”1

Funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, Alexander traveled the United States

collecting clothing objects and the stories of those who had taught and nurtured the Black

designers of the 1970s, stating, “it is their grandmothers who worked long, hard and

anonymously, that I am looking for.”2 The Black Fashion Museum not only preserved and



traced a rich and relevant history for the public, it also served as inspiration and motivation for

the students at the neighboring Harlem Institute of Fashion, founded by Alexander in 1966.3

This book picks up Alexander’s mantle. Fashion history was still developing as an academic

discipline when she published Blacks in the History of Fashion in 1982. Since then countless

scholars and curators have exponentially expanded the canon of fashion scholarship. More

recently, insightful academics from various fields, including history, anthropology, and literature,

as well as fashion scholars and curators, have examined the role of fashion and style in Black

communities and in the visual culture that Black individuals create.Figure 0.1 Lois K.

Alexander’s Black Fashion Museum preserved the work of often unknown fashion makers

including this ornate coat (1870–1900) from the collection of Lucy Louvenia Cordice of Boston.

Collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture. Gift

of the Black Fashion Museum founded by Lois K. Alexander-Lane.Fashion, clothing, and style

have undoubtedly served as transformative tools for African Americans. In her seminal work,

Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black Diasporic Identity, Monica L. Miller

details the deep and syncretic understanding of clothing that West African people exercised in

their self-expression, and how those knowledges followed them across the Atlantic. Miller, as

well as Graham White and Shane White in their book, Stylin’ African American Expressive

Culture from Its Beginnings to the Zoot Suit, note the influence of West African aesthetic

practices on African American style, the “embrace of the new and unusual … [the] ability to

inventively manipulate or blend the traditional and the novel.”4 They and other scholars have

demonstrated that Black people have exercised agency in styling their bodies since they

arrived on American shores, doing their best to combat oppression and violence, both physical

and psychological, by taking control of their appearance, expressing their creativity, and

shaping their identities through fashion. These efforts were not always seen or understood by

mainstream America and were in no way monolithic. Black Americans have created unique

cultures across the country, differentiated by enslavement or freedom, as well as geography

and class. These differences were manifested in active discourses within the larger African

American population about how Black people should dress and how their fashion choices

affected their treatment by mainstream society. Ideas about respectability politics in fashion are

debated into the twenty-first century.Within this wider history of Black style, designers and

makers are only one part, but they are an important one. Black makers have been crucial in

dressing Black Americans, but they have also significantly contributed to mainstream American

fashion culture. Yet few scholarly works have focused specifically on Black fashion makers.

Throughout this book, a group of scholars have dug deep into the history of makers—people

who have turned inanimate material into forms that have adorned the bodies and shaped the

identities of a wide variety of people, from enslaved laborers to First Ladies to hip hop stars.

These makers, called seamstresses, mantuamakers, modistes, dressmakers, and designers,

have used their skills, not only to create beautiful, interesting, and provocative clothing, but also

to buy their freedom, obtain property, fund migrations, and head companies. Producing

fashionable clothing could be a lucrative form of empowerment for Black people, but just as

importantly, it was and is an outlet to assert their humanity, express artistic impulses, and to

achieve visibility, even fame, in a society that has sought to render them invisible.Black

Designers in American Fashion is divided into four sections. The first, “Anonymous Histories,”

focuses on eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and early twentieth-century Black fashion makers, people

—mostly women—who were largely uncredited or lost to history. Yet, evidence of their work

exists. Katie Knowles and Jonathan Michael Square draw from rare extant garments, slave

narratives, historic newspapers—especially runaway slave ads—and a host of non-fashion



scholarship to piece together the histories of individual enslaved fashion makers and those one

or two generations removed from slavery, telling stories of agency and empowerment through

clothing. The third chapter uses advertisements placed by New York City dressmakers during

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well as census data, to trace their businesses

in America’s burgeoning fashion capital. This section amplifies what is discernable throughout

the book, that the history of Black fashion is the history of the United States, and that the

material culture made by Black people, whether extant or not, is vital in confronting and

understanding American society.Figure 0.2 Although rare, clothing objects made by enslaved

makers exist in archives and help to reveal anonymous fashion histories. Cotton dress made by

an unidentified enslaved woman or women, 1845–1865. Collection of the Smithsonian National

Museum of African American History and Culture. Gift of the Black Fashion Museum founded

by Lois K. Alexander-Lane.The designers featured in the second section, “In the Atelier:

Modistes and Independent Designers,” operated in autonomous shops during the early to mid-

twentieth century, much like nineteenth-century artisanal makers. Unlike production processes

that were employed in the industrialized fashion system, they performed most of the labor

themselves or with a small staff, from the design concept to the final execution. However, these

designers were increasingly modern in their approaches, whether in the labeling of their

clothing with their own names, or their melding of fashion with art and image-making. Kristen E.

Stewart uses an archive of Fannie Criss’s material culture, in conjunction with textual

documents and records, to investigate a highly successful dressmaker who thrived in the Jim

Crow South. Joy Davis and Kristen J. Owens look at Ruby Bailey and Art Smith, respectively,

as artists who worked in the vernacular of fashion. Bailey transitioned from a traditional

designer to a sculptor, recreating fashion dolls as innovative art pieces that she called cotton

sculptures or “manikins.” Smith, a well-respected mid-century jeweler, created biomorphic,

surrealist jewelry that incorporated the body as part of the sculpture. His bold, organic designs

spoke to the burgeoning cultural shifts that would transform America between the post-World

War Two era and the radical 1960s.The third section of the book, “Into the Mainstream:

Seventh Avenue and Beyond” focuses on designers working within, adjacent to, or in

conversation with the mainstream fashion industry during the second half of the twentieth

century. Nancy Deihl explores the career of Wesley Tann, an early Black designer working in

New York during the 1950s and 1960s when the “fashion industry,” with all the glamorous

connotations of the fashion designer, was emerging from the garment trade. He not only

carved out a space for himself through versatility and hard work, but also organized and

mentored other designers and fashion students. Darnell-Jamal Lisby’s study of Jay Jaxon

follows the designer from the New York industry to Paris, where he rose to the very top. Jaxon

took over the design leadership of the haute couture house Jean-Louis Scherrer in 1970 when

the titular designer stepped away to confront legal issues. In leading an haute couture house,

Jaxon took on a highly visible role as a Black American within fashion’s most elite circle. Ariele

Elia contextualizes Dapper Dan, a Harlem hip hop institution, within the wider fashion culture,

examining his self-taught skills and innovations, as well as the dialog he created between

American hip hop fashion and European luxury fashion brands. Dapper Dan originated

influential trends in fashion culture that went unacknowledged for decades.The final section,

“The Star Designer: National and International Impact,” looks at the most well-known of the

designers researched for this book. By the 1970s Black designers were having an undeniable

moment in American fashion. Tanya Danielle Wilson Myers follows this period in Stephen

Burrows’s career, defining the characteristics of his style, weaving it into a diasporic history,

and identifying his impact on later designers. The chapter on Scott Barrie traces the rise of a



celebrated designer, relying on interviews with Barrie’s business partners who reveal the New

York fashion industry during the late 1960s and 1970s as a smaller, more intimate world than

its twenty-first-century iteration. They shed light on the hard-won status of Barrie’s company as

a mainstay on Seventh Avenue. Eric Darnell Pritchard compares and contrasts Willi Smith and

Patrick Kelly, two wildly successful Black designers whose premature deaths disrupted the

even greater success they were on track to achieve. Both designers embraced Black culture

and humor in their designs, making these concepts accessible to mainstream audiences. While

Smith created an all-American sportswear brand, Kelly took his distinctly Southern American

perspective to Paris.The majority of the makers covered in this volume have not previously

received scholarly attention, and the details of their work and their contributions to fashion

culture are now academically considered for the first time. Other designers featured in this

book are evaluated in new ways and contextualized into broader narratives. Each chapter can

stand alone as an important piece of scholarship, yet taken together, themes arise that help

illuminate, not only the history of Black American fashion makers, but also the American

fashion system and African American history. For example, the importance of skills taught and

passed down through families recurs in many narratives. Elizabeth Keckly took the sewing

skills her enslaved mother taught her and transformed this knowledge into free labor in the

same way that Ann Lowe’s grandmother and mother passed their skills through the family from

the antebellum period, through emancipation, and into the Jim Crow era. It is hard to

overemphasize the significance of this practice. Designers working during the mid to late

twentieth century, including Wesley Tann, Scott Barrie, and Stephen Burrows, had their first

sewing lessons from mothers and grandmothers, all highly skilled, professional dressmakers.

The book is organized in an approximately chronological order, and there is a clear divide

between the predominance of female fashion makers and male designers that occurs during

the mid-twentieth century. The mainstream fashion industry overwhelmingly favored male

designers for womenswear, and the Black designers who found mainstream success were

subject to this bias.Figure 0.3 Elizabeth Keckly transformed the skills she received from her

enslaved mother—dressmaking as well as literacy—into free labor. The frontispiece of her

1868 book, Behind the Scenes, or, Thirty Years a Slave, and Four Years in the White House,

shows her portrait. National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution.It is not surprising that the

cultural movements that shaped the lives of African Americans, from the Great Migration to the

Harlem Renaissance to the Civil Rights era also shaped the careers of Black designers. These

movements helped bring the majority of the twentieth-century designers covered in this book to

New York City, a creative hub that served as an essential site for American fashion makers.

Harlem drew Fannie Criss from Richmond, Virginia; her townhouse, located near Madam C. J.

Walker’s, was a symbol of her success as a Black American. Harlem was also a crucial

environment that nurtured the careers of both Ruby Bailey and Dapper Dan, yet they drew

different inspirations from the neighborhood during their respective eras. Harlem was

recognized as a mecca of Black culture from the 1920s, yet it formed as an enclave over the

nineteenth century because Black New Yorkers were pushed out of other areas of Manhattan.

The neighborhood housed all classes of Black Americans, creating a dynamic cultural mix that

readily expressed itself in highly visible fashion and style, but Black Harlemites were also

subject to higher rents and lower standards of living compared to many other parts of the city.

Both Bailey and Dapper Dan channel and capture the intense creativity of Harlem’s

fashionable expression in their work, while bypassing traditional networks within the

established Seventh Avenue fashion industry. Other parts of New York nurtured Black

designers into the twentieth century. Art Smith’s jewelry design thrived in the cultural



stimulation and liberal attitudes of mid-century Greenwich Village where Black creativity,

expressed through literature, jazz music, and modern dance, as well as in fashion and art,

mingled with Beat and countercultural ideas. The boutique culture of the late 1960s changed

fashion retailing in the city and was vital to the early careers of Stephen Burrows and Scott

Barrie—both broke into the industry by selling early designs to boutiques, such as Allen & Cole

on Manhattan’s east side. Willi Smith, a streetwear pioneer, tied up a century of New York’s

style development, taking a myriad of influences from around the city and distilling them into a

modern and distinctly American way of dressing.While Barrie, Burrows, and Smith went on to

achieve fame and win industry accolades as the face of their brands, it is as important to

recognize the careers of designers who worked across the industry for several companies or

outside the orbit of Seventh Avenue. Wesley Tann and Jay Jaxon both helmed their own

companies and worked for others. Tann made a name for himself working slightly outside the

hub of the Garment District and designed fashion goods ranging from lingerie to sportswear

before establishing a company under his own name. Jaxon worked for European couturiers

and New York manufacturers, such as Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Cardin’s New York

license, in addition to Jean-Louis Scherrer. Fashion history privileges the narrative of the star

designer, who might apprentice under others at first, but eventually creates his or her own

brand and sustains it throughout a career. Yet many more designers, especially in the twentieth-

century New York industry, had successful and influential careers working at multiple

manufacturers and firms under others’ names. These stories are vital for understanding the

historical impact of Black designers on American fashion.The authors of this volume utilized

untapped resources, from theoretical discourses outside of fashion studies, to new oral

histories that were documented for the first time for this work. They brought out hidden

treasures from archives, including those of the Historic New Orleans Collection, the Valentine

museum, the North Carolina Museum of History, the New York Public Library, The Museum at

the Fashion Institute of Technology, the Museum of the City of New York, the Brooklyn

Museum, and the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture,

which now holds Lois Alexander’s Black Fashion Museum collection. This research was done

with the hope that Black Designers In American Fashion will serve as one of many more

scholarly works that documents and rediscovers the work of not just Black, but of other

marginalized designers in American fashion, and throughout the world.Notes1 Norma Jean

Darden, “Harlem’s Fashion Museum: Lois Alexander Traces Our Fashion Roots,” Essence,

November 1979, 82.2 Ibid.3 Ibid., 152.4 Monica L. Miller, Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism

and the Styling of Black Diasporic Identity (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 90; Shane

White and Graham White, Stylin’ African American Expressive Culture from Its Beginnings to

the Zoot Suit (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998), 23–4.BibliographyDarden, Norma Jean.

“Harlem’s Fashion Museum: Lois Alexander Traces Our Fashion Roots.” Essence, November

1979, 82–3, 152.Miller, Monica L. Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black

Diasporic Identity. Durham: Duke University Press, 2009.White, Shane and Graham White.

Stylin’ African American Expressive Culture from Its Beginnings to the Zoot Suit. Ithaca: Cornell

University Press, 1998.Section 1Anonymous Histories1The Fabric of Fast Fashion: Enslaved

Wearers and Makers as Designers in the American Fashion SystemKatie KnowlesOn June 1,

1830, Lucy Ann Brown was taken to the Baltimore jail as a runaway. She was wearing “a green

bonnet, a common cotton shawl, a red plaid frock, a blue and yellow plaid apron” but “no shoes

or stockings.”1 Sources such as this runaway slave advertisement, taken out by enslavers to

help track down and reclaim enslaved people who escaped their bondage, reveal a

visualization of slavery, demonstrating that the everyday wear of enslaved Southerners in the



antebellum period was highly individualized and comprised a multitude of fabrics, colors, and

styles. By providing low quality and limited wardrobes to enslaved people, enslavers created a

code of dress that was meant to mark enslaved people as outsiders. Although many runaway

advertisements list quite a quantity and variety of clothing worn by enslaved people, such as

the description of Brown’s apparel, other advertisements speak of desperate conditions. One

advertisement, which gave no name for the thirty-year-old man who freed himself in Virginia in

the late spring of 1852, noted that “his clothes were so filthy and tattered that their color cannot

be known.”2 The jailor who incarcerated Jacob as a runaway did not even attempt to explain

Jacob’s apparel, stating simply that his “clothing [was] so much worn out that a description

cannot be given.”3 Yet, enslaved people manipulated and supplemented the clothing allowance

provided to them. During the antebellum period, enslaved people designed alternative dress

codes that were usually misunderstood, unacknowledged, or appropriated by the dominant

American fashion system. Necessity created by limited access to quality apparel inspired

enslaved people to design new methods of expressing fashionability. Enslaved fashion creators

seized opportunities to assert their personal identities and tastes.When Lucy Ann Brown was

jailed in Baltimore, she wore a riot of colors and patterns in her clothing. The blue and yellow

plaid apron she wore over her red plaid frock presented a clashing palette of brightness. She

covered her head with a green bonnet, but her feet had nothing to protect them. Her ensemble

is both typical of the everyday clothing worn by enslaved people, and uniquely styled to her

own personality. Brown’s limited access to apparel marked her as an outsider in mainstream

American fashion culture. Her lack of footwear speaks to the conditions of enslavement that

reflect the domination and suffering of enslaved people’s lived experiences, but her color

combination choices demonstrate the pleasure she took for herself in styling her

appearance.4Designers and the Fashion SystemThe goals of enslavers in using clothing to

dominate and cause suffering to enslaved people created tension with the ways enslaved

people found pleasure within their everyday dress practices. This fraught relationship provides

a complex understanding of how enslaved people affected the early American fashion system.

To fully appreciate their contributions requires a reframing of terminology. In the past decade,

fashion studies has shifted as a field toward a more inclusive and more accurate consideration

of fashion as “changing styles of dress accepted by a group of people, at a specific time, and in

a specific place.”5 This definition, developed by Linda Welters and Abby Lillethun, does not

limit the phenomenon of fashion to Western Europe and North America, nor to only capitalistic

societies. They further define the social phenomenon of a fashion system as “a process of

innovation in dress and appearance practices, and diffusion to others.”6 Multiple fashion

systems exist in a single place and time, dependent on the relational identities of individuals

within a social power system. In the antebellum United States, fashion systems operated

simultaneously at global, national, regional, and local levels. In each of these settings, the

social identities of people were both defined by others and self-determined through

fashion.Enslaved Americans affected changes in fashion from the micro level of a single rural

plantation to the macro level of global industrialization. Recognition of their contributions

requires a reframing and redefinition of the term and role of the designer. Traditionally, the term

designer is used in reference to the creative maker of innovative apparel that is then adopted

by society to become the next fashionable garment, style, or silhouette. But this limited concept

of apparel designers as the only innovators does not align with expanding definitions of fashion

and how it changes. This chapter argues that designers are indeed the innovators that drive

changes in fashion systems. However, the people who develop products used to make apparel,

and who use textiles and clothing to stylize existing apparel in inventive ways, should also be



considered as designers. Rivana Boynton’s recollection of the methods enslaved women used

to achieve the mainstream fashionable silhouette of the 1850s cage crinoline is one example of

fashion design through resourcefulness and improvisation: “My missus, she made me a pair of

hoops, or I guess she bought it, but some of the slaves took thin limbs from trees and made

their hoops. Others made them out of stiff paper and others would starch their skirts stiff with

rice starch to make their skirts stand way out.”7As wearers and makers, enslaved people were

at the forefront of the nascent modern American fashion system that began to develop during

the late eighteenth century and was solidifying its position by the mid-1800s. The patterns of

consumption and approaches to wearing textiles and clothing that ultimately became what is

today called fast fashion were first experienced by enslaved people. By expanding the history

of the rise of fast fashion much further back than the standard narrative of its birth during the

1960s, it is evident that enslaved people were also implementing the tools of resistance that

are resurfacing in the early twenty-first century to combat a fashion system driven by poor

quality, ill-fitting, impersonal products.8 When Sylvia Cannon was not provided with warm

undergarments for the winter, she made a “petticoat out of old dress an patch en patch till

couldn’ tell which place weave.”9 Her description of a repurposed dress so heavily patched that

the original parts could not be distinguished from the added scraps is an example of visible

mending. In her case, the need for winter clothing resulted in a moment for self-expression and

individualization.Industrialization aided enslavers and others invested in a racially exclusionary

American fashion system by promoting the mass production of fabrics and ready-made

clothing. Enslaved people were at the center of the shift from older, slower methods of textile-

making and use that prioritized long-lasting fabrics and made-to-measure fit, to the current

system that encourages producing fabrics that do not last (thus driving the need for an ever-

increasing purchasing cycle) and clothing constructed according to ranges of size rather than

individual bodies.Enslaved people negotiated a space within these shifting fashion systems,

forging new ways of self-expression while experiencing the gradual loss of direct knowledge of

making textiles and clothing. By recognizing the experiences of enslaved makers and wearers,

this chapter reveals the importance of Black style and culture to the current fashion industry.

Enslaved Southerners in the antebellum United States were among the first people to

experience the wearing of standard-sized clothing and disposable fabrics. This chapter

presents extant objects and supporting archival evidence centered on the use of ready-to-wear

tailored menswear and homemaking practices, including the making of cloth and dyestuffs.

Understanding how enslaved people designed space for their bodies through clothing centers

them in this historical moment and within the longer history of the modern American fashion

system.The Roots of Ready-to-WearWillis Woodsen, describing his job as a carriage footman,

remembered that his enslaver “got me a uniform, most like a soldier’s uniform, ceptin mine was

red, wid black stripes down de sides … I wore my red suit when I went to church wid de white

folks, and held de horses, while dey listened to do sermon.”10 Woodsen’s comparison of his

livery to a military uniform speaks to his sense of importance when dressed in the garb of a

footman. Livery, worn by servants both free and enslaved throughout the United States during

the nineteenth century, did indeed harken back to military uniforms because both relied upon

styles that were popular during the late eighteenth century but had long since gone out of

fashion.Woodsen’s livery coat was probably similar to one that was used by a man enslaved by

Dr. William Newton Mercer in Louisiana, and that is now part of the Historic New Orleans

Collection.11 The livery coat is one of two Brooks Brothers coats purchased by Mercer for men

he enslaved. The dark tan fulled wool coats were likely purchased by Mercer in 1858 during

one of his many trips to New York City, where he bought plantation tools and bulk purchases of



cloth and “negro shoes” each year in addition to expensive wines and luxury goods for his own

use.12Figure 1.1 Brooks Brothers. Livery coat, circa 1860. Wool, linen, cotton, and metal. The

Historic New Orleans Collection, 2013.0115.1.Only one of the coats, a frock coat, has a Brooks

Brothers brand label in it, but both were made with similar lining materials and construction

methods, though the frock coat is of a slightly higher quality wool than the livery coat. The label

for Brooks Brothers of New York, a firm that was known for its men’s tailored clothing, in the

interior collar of the frock coat is an early example of the branded labeling of ready-made

clothing. The firm began selling ready-made suits in 1849 and changed the name to Brooks

Brothers in 1850.13 The buttons on the coats are decorated with a raised design of a bird, said

to be the Mercer family crest.14 The enslaved men who wore these coats clearly did important

work for Mercer, and their bodies were marked as belonging to the Mercer family through the

wearing of similar looking apparel embellished with the same buttons.Figure 1.2 Brooks

Brothers. Frock coat, circa 1860. Wool, linen, cotton, and metal. The Historic New Orleans

Collection, 2013.0138.These coats represent a newer way of purchasing fitted, tailored

clothing that was used by lower and working-class people in addition to enslavers. In buying

them, Mercer was exercising his ability to consume goods sourced in a far-off metropolitan city

in the North. He also used the coats to identify the bodies of the enslaved men who wore them

as belonging to him—a uniform that signified to others that he had the monetary capital to own

people and to clothe them well—thus increasing his cultural capital as a man of wealth and

prestige. The value of well-clothed enslaved bodies served to indicate to other enslavers that

certain enslaved bodies belonged to particular persons of importance within the social world of

the ruling class.15These coats were noted within the historical record and preserved into the

twenty-first century because of their purchaser and the social standing of Mercer and his

relatives before and after the Civil War. The actual wearers of the coats are lost within the

story, reflecting the social function that the coats provided Mercer: a space to display his wealth

upon the bodies of enslaved men. These men experienced the movement of their bodies

dressed in ready-made tailored menswear, a relatively new category of clothing that had been

a growing market from the second quarter of the 1800s.16 The standardization of sizing using

clothing patterns to create men’s suit components such as jackets, vests, and trousers led to

poorer fitting garments that were constructed using methods designed to maximize output

rather than strength, durability, and fit. This poor fit due to the lack of custom measurements

also led to the wearers being identified as lower class in public spaces. The mismatched seam

lines and sloppy finishings on both Brooks Brothers coats were noticeable details that indicated

that the men who wore them were not of a high social status. In response to limited access to

clothing, enslaved people wore combinations of apparel that were considered to clash in terms

of the fabric patterns or colors, or were too small or large for their frames according to

mainstream fashion standards. These ways of combining cut and style contributed to the

creation of an alternative dress code practiced by enslaved people.In the regional fashion

system of the antebellum South, enslaved people who dressed in livery uniforms were

recognized as being of a higher stature than other enslaved people. Willis Woodsen’s

understanding of his social status and his sense of self-worth, derived from his access to a

livery uniform, is an expression of fashionability. Enslaved people like Woodsen and the men

who wore these Brooks Brothers coats had increased power in relation to other enslaved

people. They usually had access to a greater variety and a higher quality of apparel, and their

livery allowed them to inhabit places off-limit to most Black Southerners. Woodsen’s pride in his

appearance is an instance of a dominated person within a power system understanding his

position as above that of other oppressed people through his access to clothing. The role of his



body as a site of display for his enslaver’s wealth not only solidified the power of the enslaver,

but also awarded Woodsen greater power within and beyond the enslaved

community.Homemaking and ResistanceReady-to-wear clothing was the result of the rise of

industrial textile manufacturing, which prioritized output and continuous consumption over long-

lasting products. Enslaved people and their clothing played a fundamental role in changing the

textile industry, in particular through their use of a product called negro cloth. Negro cloth was

cheap and rough. Unlike other fabrics of the period that were still being designed to last,

sometimes for several years with proper care, negro cloth was made to be used up, worn

through, and thrown out. Both textile factory owners and enslavers embarked on a project to

create fabrics that would last exactly until the next period when enslaved people were to

receive new clothing but would cost the factory owner minimal money to make and the

enslaver minimal money to purchase. This is a very basic reduction of a complicated global

supply system built on a capitalist economy.17 At the heart of it were enslaved people in the

US South who both provided the labor to supply factories with cheap raw cotton and were the

ultimate end-users of the finished cheap goods.Negro cloth was a consumer good designed

specifically for the race-based slave system that developed in the Americas. The term itself

helped contribute to efforts by the ruling powers to define enslaved people as raced and to

define all people of African descent as slaves. To fully understand the product negro cloth, it

must be understood as a raced product–one that could only exist in a racist capitalist

economy.18 The word negro in the name of the fabric further solidifies its position as a product

designed to reinforce race-based slavery by equating the textile with Black skin. Jacob Blunt

was incarcerated in Richmond as a runaway wearing “common negro clothing, and very

ragged and dirty,” despite his claim to be a free person of color and his even having free papers

with him.19 Enslaved people were well aware of efforts to define and restrict their bodies

through visual displays.Negro cloth was usually bought in bulk, resulting in the distribution of

the same fabric across the entire population on a single plantation. The attempts by enslaved

people to individualize their clothing or to obtain higher quality goods were more than vanity;

these were people resisting a product meant to mark them as enslaved laborers,

indistinguishable from one body to the next. Because most enslaved people in the antebellum

South lived on large, rural plantations, understanding the relationship between local, regional,

and global fashion systems is a key component of this story. While there were likely specific

styles or tastes evident to those on a single plantation or within small regions of neighboring

rural plantations, there were shared patterns of behavior in the responses of enslaved people

in very different areas who described similar methods of resistance through their fashion

choices.While industrially produced negro cloth was increasing as the nineteenth century

progressed, the work of textile production done by enslaved people remained a crucial part of

the Southern economy. Three vibrantly colored fabric samples in the collection of the American

Civil War Museum provide a window into the continued textile-making practices of enslaved

people throughout the antebellum period. According to museum records, the blue, yellow, and

red wool fabrics were made in 1863 by an unidentified enslaved woman on the Woodruff,

South Carolina plantation belonging to Mary Pilgram. The catalog record for the blue and white

checked fabric notes, “The indigo used to dye the cloth was raised on the homeplace as

well.”20 This brief notation indicates that cultivating indigo and processing it into a dyestuff was

a knowledge and skillset developed and maintained on this South Carolina plantation by at

least one enslaved woman up until the legal ending of slavery in the United States in 1865.

People on this plantation also knew how to harvest, clean, spin, and weave the wool thread

used to make these woven samples, and in a manner that required setting up a loom to create



checked patterns. These and other fabric samples in the American Civil War Museum’s

collection suggest that home production of cloth on plantations in the South existed

simultaneously with the increasing industrialization of the textile industry and emerging global

supply chains. The knowledge some enslaved people maintained about processing,

constructing, and caring for fabric and clothing allowed them to individualize their appearances

in ways not available to all.Figure 1.3 Unidentified enslaved woman. Fabric samples, 1863.

Wool. American Civil War Museum, 985.10.247, 248a, 248b.Enslaved women in particular

were closely involved with the production of their apparel. On some plantations, this meant

growing cotton and linen and raising sheep for wool and cows for leather. On some cotton

plantations, a portion of the cash crop was set aside for home use rather than shipped to

market. Rose Williams gave an abbreviated summary of the months of work that went into

transforming cotton from boll to fabric. Her recollections demonstrate the close relationship

enslaved people had to their clothing through this process. Williams stated, “clothes dat we

wore was made right dar what we lives, first we picks de cotton in baskets, den feeds it ter a

little ole gin … Den it was carded, spinned, and den weaved and made into our clothes.”21

Breaking down the many steps listed by Williams shows that nearly every day of enslaved

people’s lives involved textile production of some kind, whether it was plowing land that would

eventually grow cotton to be manufactured in England or hand sewing the sleeves of a

jacket.Enslaved people often took great time and energy to color the thread, yarn, and cloth

that they produced. Dyeing was done either before the thread or yarn was woven, in order to

create colored designs such as stripes and checks, or it was done after weaving to achieve a

solid colored fabric. Dyestuffs could be procured from locally available natural items, or they

could be purchased. Enslavers and enslaved people procured a variety of coloring agents.

Indigo, the dyestuff mentioned in the catalog record for the blue and white wool check in the

American Civil War Museum’s collection, was a popular crop grown in some parts of the South

into the antebellum period and used locally to dye textiles.22 Emma Tidwell gave a detailed

description of how she cultivated, harvested, and prepared indigo for use as dye:We planted

indigo an hit growed jes like wheat. When hit got ripe we gathered hit an we would put hit in a

barrel an let hit soak bout er week den we would take de indigo stems out an squeeze all de

juice outn dem, put de juice back in de barrel an let hit stay dere bout nother week, den we jes

stirred an stirred one whole day. We let hit set three or four days den drained de water offn hit

an dat left de settlings an de settlings wuz blueing jes like us have dese days. We cut our in

little blocks. Den we dyed clothes wid hit. We had purty blue cloth. De way we set de color we

put alum in hit. Dat make de color stay right dere.23A wide array of other dyestuffs was

available either cultivated or wild, including sumac, walnut hulls, red clay, and poke berries.24

All of these dyes, particularly those available in the wild or through local cultivation, provided

opportunities for enslaved people to personalize their clothing without incurring

expenses.Knowledge about dyeing and dyestuffs came from many sources. Some of it was

passed down through the generations from African ancestors.25 Dyeing, weaving, and

spinning also had long histories in Western Europe, where many women knew how to spin,

and increasingly also how to weave and dye as the network of the guild system was broken

down over the eighteenth century.26 Weaving and spinning were likely skills taught by women

of both races to each other, though by the antebellum period these tasks were seen as below

the station of elite white women.27 In the North American colonies, both Europeans and

Africans encountered new plants that contained multiple possibilities as dyestuffs. The natural

dyes used in the antebellum South were likely a combination of several world cultures adapting

previous knowledge; this was a shared knowledge of skills that created a uniquely American



dye culture.Once dyed, thread could be woven into stripes, checks, and—if someone skilled

enough in weaving was available—multicolored plaids. Cloth dyed in the piece or finished

garments that were dyed could set a person apart from the crowd. In places where dozens of

people were given the same textile supplies or clothing allotments, such differences in

appearance could have a big impact. These efforts to create individualized fabrics and

garments, despite the heavy use they would see as work clothing, demonstrate the value many

enslaved people placed on looking unique. Over the antebellum period an increasing number

of enslavers, especially in the Old Southwest where short-staple cotton production was

concentrated, relied on industrial negro cloth and ready-to-wear apparel to supply clothing for

enslaved people. Opportunities for enslaved people to make their own fabric or apparel, or to

customize it, decreased due to a lack of time and lost knowledge of these making

skills.ConclusionBlack style and the alternative dress codes created by both free and enslaved

Black people within rural and urban local fashion systems were dismissed and ridiculed

through the process of nationalistic culture-making undertaken by white people in the

antebellum United States. Despite these efforts of dismissal or erasure, African Americans

designed space for themselves by fashioning alternative dress codes that allowed them to

extend their self-evaluation and that of their communities into subcultures that sometimes

affected the dominant ways of dressing and styles in mainstream American fashion. The

observations of formerly enslaved woman Laura Moore that “De white folks would say, ‘I

wishes I could wear hances [handkerchiefs] on my head ’cause they looks so pretty,’” reveals

the importance enslaved women attached to their head coverings as beautifying and stylish

objects, and their recognition that white women sometimes envied their style choices.28

Moore’s statement also indicates the pride in Black style that enslaved people expressed. Their

valuation of themselves as fashionable was not strictly tied to the acceptance of their choices

by white people or mainstream fashion culture.Enslavers expressed their desire for a

monochromatic workforce by purchasing ready-made livery uniforms for enslaved personal

servants, by distributing the same shoes and clothing to all of the people they enslaved, and by

limiting the amount of apparel to the bare minimum. But it seems that by the antebellum period

enslavers had given up trying to actually enforce uniformity within the appearance of the

enslaved population. Through centuries of collective resistance, enslaved people had gained

the upper hand in terms of personalizing their clothing and appearance. Lucy Ann Brown

fashioned a distinctively colorful, patterned ensemble for herself. Willis Woodsen flipped the

notion that livery was undesirable attire, instead expressing power in this fashion. Emma

Tidwell labored over the arduous process of indigo dyeing to brighten the fashions of the

people in her community. By the early nineteenth century, this insistence on fashionability was

a continuation of an established pattern of everyday resistance.Enslaved people were at the

center of the transition in apparel and textile supply and fashion that occurred over the long

nineteenth century, a transition that created the modern American fashion system. They used

home production to defy the uniformity of the industrializing and monotonizing negro cloth

industry, they improvised ways of expressing fashionability while making do with inadequate

supplies of fabric and apparel, and they experienced their bodies wearing mass-produced

ready-made tailored clothing by adapting what a fashionable fit to the uniformed body meant.
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Trenches: A Memoir, Dressed in Dreams: A Black Girl's Love Letter to the Power of Fashion,

Something to Prove: A biography of Ann Lowe America's Forgotten Designer, Black: A

Celebration of a Culture, Dressing Up: The Women Who Influenced French Fashion, The Black

Experience in Design: Identity, Expression & Reflection, Dressed for Freedom: The

Fashionable Politics of American Feminism (Women, Gender, and Sexuality in American

History), Dress Codes: How the Laws of Fashion Made History, The Birth of Cool: Style

Narratives of the African Diaspora, Didn't We Almost Have It All: In Defense of Whitney

Houston, The Art of Bob Mackie, The Battle of Versailles: The Night American Fashion

Stumbled into the Spotlight and Made History, Supreme Actresses: Iconic Black Women Who

Revolutionized Hollywood, From Goodwill to Grunge: A History of Secondhand Styles and

Alternative Economies (Studies in United States Culture)

Andre L. Gray, “Very informative!. This book focuses on the history of black people from slavery

to the end of the 20th century. This book contains many historical tidbits. A must read for all

fashion historians.”

CC, WI, “Wonderful Book about Fashion. Wonderful pictures  Beautifully witten”

Eric, “Wonderful book!. An illustrious and untold history! Fantastic insights and lovely structure.

Informative and a joy to read. A++++”

The book by Elizabeth Way has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 15 people have provided feedback.
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